
Future of the Downtown Committee 
Meeting Summary (Meeting #1) 
 
Meeting Date/Time:  January 5, 2018 / 11:00am to 12:45pm 
 
Meeting Location:  Downers Grove Village Hall 
 
Members in attendance:   Graham Mosey, Phil Stromberg, Willis Johnson, Paul Baker, Paul Glover, 
Allison Heverin, Drew Mitchell 
 
Staff in attendance:  Linda Kunze, Erin Venezia, Mike Baker 
 
Members absent:  Leslie Rinaudo, Jonathan Kaufman, Connie Nicholson 
 
Summary:  
Members present introduced themselves to the Committee, sharing personal connections to 
Downtown Downers Grove.  
 
M. Baker shared the video prepared by the Village depicting changes to the Downtown.  He also 
provided an explanation of the slides that were shared with the Committee in advance of the meeting.  
 
Members expressed many comments regarding the issues related to Downtown Downers Grove and 
the work of the Committee, including:  

● Concern about about the expiration of the Downtown special service area (SSA) and the 
importance of ensuring a continued funding source for the Downtown Management Corp; 

● Recognition of the value of tax increment financing (TIF) as an economic development tool 
and continued use where appropriate; 

● Acknowledgement of the improvements within the Downtown area over the past 20 years in 
terms of reduced commercial vacancies and increased vibrancy; 

● The need to find solutions that build on the successes of the Downtown;  
● The importance of hearing a variety of perspectives as recommendations are being 

formulated; 
● Recognition that the Village has demonstrated a willingness to listen to Downtown 

stakeholders prior to making decisions;  
● The importance of sharing stories and information in order to inform elected officials; 
● The need to share information with and effectively engage residents so that they understand 

the value received in exchange for the cost of a special service area;  
● An awareness and understanding of new residents that are moving into Downtown 

(Predominantly empty nesters in the community seeking lower maintenance lifestyles); 
● Meeting the needs of an aging residential population, especially related to pedestrian 

amenities; 
● Value of inheritances and other resources that will be passed along to younger generations 

and the impact this phenomenon will have on the Downtown;  
● Positive attributes that exist through the community that attract residents (schools, nice 

Downtown, short commute, low taxes) and the potential for conflict with one another 


